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QUESTION 1

What are the minimum components of a user interface (UI) action set? 

A. Two actions and one event 

B. One action and one event 

C. One action, one event, and one condition 

D. One action and one condition 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In a hotel reservation application, a form displays a list of hotels with available rooms based on the check-in and check-
out dates entered by users. How do you configure the form to refresh the hotel list whenever the check-in or check-out
date changes? 

A. Display the hotel in an embedded section with a visible when condition. 

B. Configure edit validates on the date fields to refresh the section when the date values change. 

C. Configure action sets on the date fields to refresh the section when the date values change. 

D. Configure an action set on the hotel lijt display to refresh the section when the hotel list changes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In an application selling office supplies, the Payment form displays order items and collects payment information. In the
Payment section rule, the order items are grouped in a dynamic layout. You find out later that the OrderSummary form
also needs to display the order items. How do you implement the UI so that the order items display is shared between
Payment and OrderSummary forms? 

A. Reuse the Payment section in the OrderSummary form and circumstance the section rule to hide payment
information. 

B. Build the OrderSummary section with a layout inside to group the order items, similar to the Payment section. 

C. Embed the Payment section in the OrderSummary section. 

D. Convert the Payment section layout that contains order items to a section, and embed this section in the
OrderSummary section. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which requirement is satisfied by configuring a service level agreement? 

A. Requests from customers with elite status go to a dedicated work group. 

B. A transaction review is completed within 24 hours. 

C. Users are notified when they receive an assignment. 

D. Transaction dispute cases are considered more urgent than address change cases. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of these options are typically configured on a dynamic layout? (Choose Two) 

A. Align columns and rows to present data in a spreadsheet 

B. Label Positioning 

C. Number of columns in each row 

D. Alignment of field values 

Correct Answer: D 
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